
The Lion King Trip

At the start of October,  
Mr Warburton led a group  
of Yr 8 and Yr 9 to the  
production of The Lion 
King in London’s West End 
and it was amazing! The  
costumes used on stage were 
brilliant and the singing 
and music were incredible. 

It was extremely creative in 
the way the actors showed 
the passing of time between 
Simba being a cub and  
growing into a lion and the 
death of Mufasa felt more 
than just saddening for  
everyone. The set was  
beautiful and every  
detail including the masks 
and even the puppets had 
been considered and it 

was a fantastic experience  
altogether. My favourite 
moment was when Simba 
made Scar confess about the 
death of Mufasa and then  
triumphed over him after Scar 
had him on the edge of death! 

It was definitely worth 
the money and the trip,  
everybody there thought that 
it was brilliant. Thank you, 
Mr Warburton and team!

James 8L

During the February half term, we once again took forty  
students on a skiing adventure to Spiazzi, Italy. Many  
students had been on the slopes before and they took on the 
advanced slopes from day one, whilst the rest started on the 
beginners area. 

There were bumps and scrapes along the way, however,  
everyone did it with a smile on their face, in what were  
extremely difficult conditions to ski. Our evening  
activities featured ‘Eggheads’, table tennis and ice skating.  
Mr Virgo’s Reds came out on top as our weekly winners.  Thank 
you to the boys, who were fantastic from start to finish, as 
well as all staff involved in another successful trip! 

Mr Martin
Assistant Head Teacher

Ski Trip

Shaun, Dominic, Jude, Valentin, Raphael and Luca at the top of a run

Fair Play House
On the weekend before the October half term, we took  
twenty six Yr 7 students on their first school excursion to 
Fair Play House in Essex. The boys got to experience many  
different activities from climbing higher than a two double 
decker buses to going down in the depths of dark tunnels 
and caves. 

All activities involved a lot of team work and co-operation 
and the boys attempted all of them with determination and  
courage.  The group were fantastic, their behaviour  
impeccable and they made the trip enjoyable, memorable and 
fun.  Well done boys.

 Mr Eldridge
Head of Year 7



Message from 
the Head Teacher

Brie hoping for 
a treat from 
Mrs Stone

Pets as Therapy

In  September, we were  
delighted to be visited once 
more by Mrs Joanna Bogle  
the Chair of Christian  
Projects to award prizes to 

Yr 9 Students. They had 
been asked to write an  
Essay in RE last year while 
in Yr 8 to enter the National 
Bible Essay Competition and 

seven students won awards. 
Well Done Boys!

Mr Shoebridge
Head of RE

So We Win Again!

(l to r): Mrs Bogle, Henry 9X, Luca 9M, Isaac 9F, Aaron 9C, Jamain 9C, Charlie 9C 
and Mr Shoebridge, Head of RE. Not pictured Jenushan 9M

In November, the St Ambrose  
Suite (SAS) had two special  
visitors. Pets As Therapy 
volunteer Mrs Stone together  
with Brie, an eight year old 
Labradoodle.

Surprisingly, I was joined by 
many other members of staff  
who suddenly found a  
pressing need to be in  
classroom SAS2.

For many of our students, this 
was the first time they had  
been able to get close to a 
dog. 

Pets As Therapy dogs are  
behaviourally assessed and 
visit hospitals, hospices,  
and care homes as well 
as schools. Brie has been  
doing this for a few years 
now and is especially  

suited to the role as she is ‘so  
laid back, she’s almost horizontal’  
according to Mrs Stone.  

As you can see, Brie was 
very popular with students 
- and staff - and may make  
a welcome return in the  
future.
 

Miss Davis
SEND Teacher

Caine 
with Brie

Cameron, Oliver 
and Nick with Brie

This issue of Reflection celebrates 
our activities during, what must 
be, one of the most challenging 
academic years ever. Hopefully, what 
you will see within the magazine is a 
community that continued to work 
hard throughout the year and just 
as importantly, cared for each other 
during that time too.
 
Before Lockdown began, students 
enjoyed the normal range of 
activities including theatre visits, 
science days, overseas trips and 
involvement with our feeder 
primary schools and their sports 
activities. Christmas was the usual 
highlight with Commendation 
Assemblies and Christmas Lunches 
and the Carol Concert. Then when 
Lockdown was implemented, 
normal school life came crashing 
to a halt. (As well as normal life full 
stop!) So, our students were set 
challenging work every day and 
their efforts are reflected within 
these pages. The quality of their 
work throughout Lockdown was 
very impressive.
 
But St Columba’s is more than 
just academic work, we are a 
community and our staff were in 
contact with students and their 
families throughout. We were 
privileged to be able to help some 
of our students and their families 
who required that little bit extra 
support during those difficult days.
 
We are an oversubscribed school 
because our families want the level 
of care and challenge their children 
get at St Columba’s. If this magazine 
shows you a school you want your 
child to be a part of,  I hope to 
receive an application from you.
 

Nigel Fisher
Head Teacher
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The Yr 7 students competed 
in their rescheduled Dodge 
Ball Inter-House competition  
in February. A high  
level of Dodge Ball strategy 
was shown throughout but  
it was More who came out 
victorious after winning 
every single match. Well done 
boys.

 Mr Virgo
Head of PE 

Yr 7 Inter-House 
Dodge Ball

Yr 7 More - winners of the Inter-House Dodgeball Competition

Science Live! 2020 Hospitality 

In February, thirty of our 
Yr 11 students attended the  
Science Live lectures in London. 
The scientists that took part 
in this event were carefully  
chosen for their ability  
to communicate in a direct  
and exciting manner. 

The primary objective was  
to generate enthusiasm for 
science amongst our students. 
The programme included a 
talk from Professor Robert 
Winston - a medical doctor 
and distinguished scientist, 
particularly in the field of 
human fertility, an absolute 
highlight for myself.

Our boys certainly enjoyed  
the day as it was filled 
with exciting talks that  
could later inspire them to 
pursue a career in science. 

This experience also showed 
our students that there are 
many career paths to follow 
in science and help them 
realise what they could  
become.

Mr Bhana
Head of Science

The theatre filling up

In February, twenty Yr 10 and Yr 11 students visited  
the 5-star Sheraton Grand Hotel in Park Lane,  London. The 
students took part in a seminar which gave them an  
overview of the Hospitality Industry and apprenticeships.  
Students then went on a tour of the hotel, took part in a 
quiz, had a competition making beds and plated pancakes.  
The students were given a certificate for taking part in the day 
to show the knowledge and skills that they had developed.
 
As is becoming usual, we had very positive feedback:

“The students from St Columba’s School were fantastic … 
they were a real credit to the school”

“We were so impressed with the students from St Columba’s,  
we would encourage any of the group who might be interested  
in an apprenticeship with us to apply this year or next year.”

Mr Barry
Careers Lead

Students learning about 5-Star serving techniques for Pancakes

Miss Sinden with students at the end of the day

At the start of the the year, we began to feature in Weekly News a  
“Columba’s Classroom” (little did we know what was in store with Lockdown!).....

Having completed a unit of work on Covenant, Yr 8 RE  
students were tasked to work, in pairs, to complete a series 
of quizzes to assess their knowledge and understanding. 

Mr Shoebridge
Head of RE
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Careers Conference 
In January, over seventy- 
five Yr 10 and Yr 11 students 
and 100 parents and carers 
gathered in the main hall for 
our Careers Conference.
 
The evening began with  
music from Sarah and an  
introduction from Mr Fisher  
who pointed out that our 
school vision sets out ‘who we 
are’.

At St Columba’s we welcome  
diversity and every student  
will be challenged and  
supported to achieve their 
best.

The aim of the evening: At  
St Columba’s we help our 
students to grow in academic  
excellence and as confident  
individuals with skills and 
characteristics that will last a 
lifetime. 

The keynote speakers each 
told their own story, which 
in every case, was inspiring, 
and good humoured. The 
backgrounds, stories, and 
experiences of every single 
speaker resonated and struck 
a perfect chord. 

Mr Barry
Careers Lead

Our four keynote Speakers

In the Autumn Term the 
school council chose Suicide  
Prevention to be the Charity  
the school supports in 
the Spring term. In March 
we were very fortunate to 
have a number of Samaritans  
volunteers   from   the  local  Bexley  
and Dartford Branch coming  
to speak to our students. 

Some very sobering statistics 
were shared with the boys: 
for example, in the UK, men 
are three times more likely  
to take their own lives than 
women. Their presentations  
concentrated on mental and 
emotional wellbeing and 

what can cause us difficulties. 
The Samaritans spoke openly 
about issues they had faced 
and steps that we can all take 
to maintain our equilibrium.
 
A number of the Samaritans 
were very impressed by the 
maturity and engagement  
of our students which 
demonstrates how seriously  
students themselves take the 
issue. 
A successful Uniform Day 
on 12 March resulted in a 
healthy donation to help this 
worthwhile charity.

Fred
School Chaplain 

Non-Uniform Day

AndyPam Jeff

Goggle  Search!

In late March We heard about a request from Darent Valley 
Hospital for help accessing Goggles/Safety Glasses. We had 
no need for ours, so we quickly agreed to let them have our  
supply.  Science Technician Mrs Gangatharan came in to 
school specially to clean and box them up. We had promised 
them over 250 sets. We then heard another request from the  
Greenwich and Bexley Hospice!

St Columba’s supports 
our community and we 
were very happy to also 
be able to support the 
NHS in this small way. 

In addition, we were 
also able to provide 
600 pairs of disposable 
gloves to Darent Valley 
Hospital. 

The text on the label 
read ‘With heartfelt 
thanks to all NHS staff in 
these challenging times.  
THANK  YOU!’

During the Lockdown period I set a challenge to every  
St Columba’s boy to grow something. The students in school 
helped plant some vegetables in the school grounds. The boys 
were busy planting a mix of potatoes, broad beans, carrots 
and onions. 

 Mr Evans
Deputy Head Teacher

Digging For Victory
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Police vs Library

In October, our Safer Schools Officer, PC Dodgson along  
with his colleague PC Ryan visited the library. They brought 
quite a few items of their clothing kit, helmets handcuffs.  
Students were able to have a chat with the officers and try on 
the items. 

The highlight of the visit was the arrest of all the students 
and them being read the riot act. I understand Mr Fisher is 
rethinking the Behaviour Policy as a result!

 Mrs Brackstone
Learning Resources Centre Manager

PC Dodgson slapping Sam (7R) in irons

Charles (7C) looking pleased to be part of the “Thin Blue Line”

Ty Yr 8

In October, Ty competed in 
the Kent Championships. 

He is pictured (top right)  
running in the 100m final. 

Sadly, he wasn’t successful  
on that occasion but the  
next weekend he competed  
at his club  (Dartford Harriers)  
championships and won  
both the 100 and 200m  
in the U13 category achieving  
personal bests. 

He is pictured right with his 
gold medals.

Jeevan  Yr 9
Jeevan is not just a  
European Junior Gold 
Medal winner at  
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, he 
is also taking time to  
record fitness videos for 
friends and team-mates. 

He has now produced 
video lessons tailored 
specifically to each KS3  
year group. 

Jeevan should be very 
proud of his efforts.  
Well done!

Mr Creighton
Head of Year 9

In November we welcomed Emma Kirby from Cyber  
Discovery to speak to our Yr 11 Computer Scientists about  
career opportunities that exist within Cyber Security. 

It was an eye-opening session into the skills required to 
 enjoy a career in an industry that will have up to 3.5 million  
vacancies in the decade ahead!

 Mr Williams
Head of Computer Science

Cyber Discovery Yr 11 Session
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At the beginning of December, the PE Department took twenty  
Yr 10 GCSE PE students to Somerset House London,  
via  Network South East and Barnehurst Station for a festive  
treat - ICE-SKATING! 

Students were selected to go on the basis of good A2L and  
behaviour in class. Their behaviour was exemplary and they  
were a pleasure to be with. The day was a huge success with all 
boys enjoying their time on the ice, most skating like the next 
Torvill and Dean at the end of the session!

A huge thank you to Mr Barry for his connections with  
Bloomberg for making the trip possible.

 Mr Virgo 
Head of PE Department

Yr 10 Ice Skating Trip to Somerset House

Calum, Lucas, Adam and Deano

Anti-Bullying - William, Maobi, 
Daniel and Joseph

Physical Bullying
Ms Johnson

Emotional Bullying
Mrs Moore 

Cyber Bullying
Ms Holbrook

Anti-Bullying week in  
St Columba’s was marked 
with extended assemblies 
to all year groups. Students 
had presentations from the  
Learning Support Unit. There 
were three different strands 
to the Assembly: 

Mrs Moore looked at  
Emotional Bullying and related  
that to the School  
Vision which says that we  

‘celebrate and welcome diversity’.  
People are all different  
and should be accepted as 
such because none of us 
is perfect. Ms Holbrook 
was next speaking about  
Cyber Bullying and how it is  
different from other forms 
of bullying as it can be done 
at any time but also more  
significantly cyberbullies do 
not see the consequences of 
their actions. An important 

part of the message was to 
keep passwords a secret, keep 
personal information private 
and to respect themselves as 
well as others.  Miss Johnson  
closed the presentation  
working with students from 
Yr 10 and Yr 11 to highlight 
Physical Bullying. 

Three students had their 
mouths taped shut to reflect 
how silence about bullying 

seems to be the first automatic  
response. The presentations 
were thought provoking and 
at times challenging about a 
subject that can cause much 
damage.  We will not tolerate 
bullying in any of its forms 
here at St Columba’s, because 
we believe that ‘every member  
of our community is a unique and 
special creation of God’.

 Mr Evans
Deputy Head Teacher

Anti-Bullying Week

Apprenticeships and 
Army Careers Education Visit

In February, we welcomed Ebony from ASK and Captain Alex 
Andreoli (Mr Andreoli’s son) from the British Army Infantry.   
They shared with the whole of Years 9, 10 and 11 lots of  
information about Apprenticeships and the Army in three  
assemblies. At lunch, Captain Andreoli and five of his  
Corporals ran field exercises and a Q&A session in workshops.

We would like to thank Ebony and Captain Andreoli (and 
his five Corporals) for giving up their time to offer us such 
a high quality experience to complement our Careers  
Education Programme.

Mr Barry
Careers Education Lead

Capt Andreoli (on stage) introducing his team to students 
(l to r) Cpl Crickmore, Cpl Trevail, Cpl Stratton-Lee, 

Cpl Humphrey-Lomberg and Cpl Thorpe
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Christmas 2019

Bexley Winter Shelter Collection

Jake, Sam,Tami, Lenny, Elliot, 
Kombo and Philip  (l to r) with  
Mr Eldridge and the collection

Max (left) and Toby (right) winners of the Sweet Jar with a guess of 510!  
Mr Fisher weighing up whether he can make a break for it with the prize!

At Christmas we held a Sweet Competition in Café Columba  
at break and lunch times. The Sweet Jar was filled with  
Spearmint Chews, Fruit Salads, Fruit Chews, Cherry Menthol, 
Liquorice and Blackcurrant and Black Jacks up to the brim.  
And was then sealed shut! 

Students and staff were invited to guess how many sweets 
were in the jar for 50p a guess or three guesses for £1.  

The winner was the person who guessed the right 
number or was closest to it and the prize was  

awarded at the end of the End of Term Mass.  

The proceeds of the competition were donated 
to Bexley Winter Shelter. 

Mr Stone
Academy Executive Secretary

Sweet Competition

Bexley Winter Shelter Helping the homeless in Bexley 
into a better Life

Registered Charity no. 1184243

Guests and those referring guests should contact:

Cornerstone – Tel 07434 733507

email: community@cornerstonebexley.org

www.bexleywintershelter.org.uk

And the results were..Blackcurrant &  Liquorice 34Spearmint Chews 86Cherry Menthol 93 Black Jacks 103Fruit Salad 91Fruit Chews 100

TOTAL: 507

Carol Concert

Boys from the Brass Ensemble,  
Choir and Yr 11 Band 
worked very hard in the  
autumn to put on a successful 
musical performance at the  
Christmas Carol service.  
Students performed some of 
our favourite carols this year 
such as; While Shepherds 
Watched; Jingle Bells; Silent 
Night and Hark the Herald 
Angels Sing.  This was the 
first time St Columba’s had an  
actual Brass Band perform in 
the Christmas Carol service 
and it was a real treat. 

Our Choir boys blew the roof 
off with their jazzy swells 
and soulful harmonies – it 
really was a colourful cocktail  
of melodies. 

Their final performance was 
the highlight of the night; 
with a reggae remix of 
O Little Town of Bethlehem. 

Well done to all the student 
performers for putting on an 
awesome night.

 Mr Watson
Head of Music

The Choir singing Silent Night

Caidrey giving a reading
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SAS students with Miss Davies and Miss Davis

Yr 8

Christmas Dinner

Daniele and Tom with Mrs Fish-Halvorsen

Yr 9

Christmas Dinner

Shanthosh, Din and Matthew

Joseph, Nathaniel and Ohimai

Yr 10

Christmas Dinner

Yr 7

Christmas Dinner

Archbishop John Wilson invited all of the schools in our  
Diocese to join him, virtually, in July for an end of Term  
Mass at the Cathedral. 

We shared the Zoom link with all of our community  
and we gave time, away from the normal school  
work, to come together and focus on what really matters at  
this most challenging time. If you missed it, the video is still 
available on the RC Southwark YouTube channel.

Mr Fisher
Head Teacher

Virtual End of Term Mass Volcanoes!

Following the National Curriculum in Geography, Yr 9  
students were studying Volcanoes in October. As part of 
their half term project, students were tasked with building a  
model of a Volcano. 

Ben from Form 9B submitted a stunning model including 
smoke, lava and the nearby coastline.    Well done Ben!

 
Mr Egan

Teacher of Geography
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During October half term, 
the second Science Trip to  
Iceland took place. Our 
flight to Reykjavik was just 
under three hours and a 
relatively pleasant flight. 
Our guide met us at the 
airport and our tour of  
Iceland began. The wind 
chill factor resulted in the 
temperature plummeting  
to -11°C on occasion. 
Despite these freezing  
temperatures, at times it 
could be a challenge to  
ensure our students  
wrapped up warm!
 
After visiting many of the 
amazing natural sights of  
Iceland, we returned to our 
hotel each evening. Our boys 
considered the highlight  
of the hotel to be access to  
a heated swimming pool 
and two smaller spa 
pools, most welcome after  
spending a long day out  
walking in the bitter cold.  
For staff, seeing the  
amazing Northern Lights  

(Aurora Borealis) was a highlight.  
Seeing it the night before  
we left  Iceland made this trip 
exceptional. The boys were  
totally mesmerised by this 
natural phenomenon.
 
School trips are amazing 
and I know cost is always a  
factor but believe me, they 
are hugely worthwhile. Your 
sons are given opportunities 
to develop life skills such as  
interpersonal relationships 
with other students, travelling  
without the supervision  
of parents, managing  
their time effectively,  
ensuring that they have 
planned the correct winter  
gear for the day ahead (some 
way to go on this one!), decide 
how they will manage their 
spending money (and this 
one too!) and also ensure that 
they respect the country that 
they are visiting. With these  
aspects in mind, school trips 
are priceless.  

Mr Bhana
Head of Science

Iceland Trip

DRAMA 
Students in Yr7 have been fully engaging their  
creative thinking skills during this term’s scheme 
of learning Storytelling Theatre. Students have 
learned how to use storytelling conventions, such as 
narration, sound-scaping and physical theatre to  
interpret stories from around the world, such as the 
West African story How Anansi Tricked God and the 
 Japanese folk tale The Wise Old Woman. 

After the half-term break, students will apply their 
skills and knowledge to interpret and perform a  
storytelling play called Toby and the Wolf by Carol Ann 
Duffy. 
 

Mr Warburton
Head of Drama

We had some unusual visitors to the Learning Resource  
Centre just before Christmas with another visit from  
The Animal Experience. Kayleigh brought along two snakes, a 
hedgehog, a dragon, a stick insect, a lizard and a meerkat.
Boys were really excited to be able to hold, touch or stroke 
the animals depending on their courage, and a few teachers 
also took part.

Mrs Brackstone
Learning Resource Centre Manager

Charles and a MeerkatSamuel and Max petting the Dragon

Animal Magic!
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RE Ambassadors

In late January, Mr Shoebridge presented RE Ambassadors 
badges to students in Yr 7 and Yr 8. The intent was to provide 
an opportunity for students to develop leadership skills by  
organising student-lead prayer at the start every lesson. It also 
let students have a voice in RE, and to feedback to teachers.
 
The Ambassadors have the responsibility of finding out which 
students in the class want to lead prayer. At the start of every 
lesson, the Ambassador ensures that the student leading the 
prayer is ready. 
 
They meet with their RE teacher for six ‘ordinary’ meetings a 
year (one per half term) and two ‘extraordinary’ meetings (Christmas  
and Easter). In the lesson before each meeting the RE  
Ambassador asks their RE class ‘What is going well in RE?’ and 
‘What would be even better in RE?’ they take notes to present student 
feedback to their RE teacher at the meeting.

Yr 8 Ambassadors appointed were: 
(l to r): Victor, Daniel, Emmanuel, Tarel and Michael with Mr Shoebridge

Yr 7 RE Ambassadors appointed were: 
(l to r): Tristian, Ifeanyichukwu, Kidus, Joseph, (Mr Shoebridge), 

Zach, Paul, Bobby and Shay

International 
Men’s Day

In November  as part of  
International Men’s Day, 
twenty-eight Yr 9 and Yr 10 
students were rewarded with 
a trip to Barclays at Canary 
Wharf. Students were chosen  
for being in the top few 
teams in our ‘Student Investment 
Challenge’ 

Barclays want to increase  
students’ resilience through 
their LifeSkills program  
and to demonstrate the 
opportunities that companies 
such as Barclays have to offer.
   
The schedule included: 

LifeSkills sessions
Building confidence and 
resilience

Career opportunities 
The opportunities Barclays 
offer, from summer interns 
to our pre and post grad 
schemes  

Q&A
Breakout sessions were held 
throughout the day, with  
graduates, interns and bank 
employees all answering 
our students’ questions and  
sharing their experiences.

I really enjoyed the careers session 
with the project managers from 

Barclays. It really opened my eyes 
up about how to choose the career 

to go into. 

They suggested that you pick up a 
job that interested you. 

After hearing what they said it 
gave me a rough idea of what to do 
in life and I’m really grateful for 

the opportunity.

Ben Yr 10

On my break out session we  
discussed the topic of 

wellbeing and mental health and 
solutions to improve it.

Different ways suggested were 
speaking to others, rest and 

relaxation, exercise and many 
others.  We also did a case study on 
someone that had problems with 

their wellbeing and we had to split 
the different thoughts she had into 
helpful and unhelpful thoughts . 

We discussed those and the session 
closed on a positive note about  

how to keep well. 

Michael Yr 10

Life Skills

In December, the PE  
department hosted its 
first Primary Sports Partnership  
event in the calendar.  
Bishop Ridley, Royal Park,  
St Fidelis and St Joseph’s all 
competed in the Yr 4/ Yr 5  
Handball tournament. 

Sports leaders Daniel-Joseph,  
Gabriel, Tomisin and  
Henry planned and officiated  
at the event which saw 
over fifty primary school  
pupils arrive at St Columba’s. 
Royal Park were victorious  
 

in the Yr 4 event and  
unbeaten St Fidelis took  
the Yr 5 crown. Following  
the competition, Mr  
Edwards from Bishop Ridley 
commented,

“I just wanted to say thank you 
ever so much for the invitation to  
yesterday’s handball tournament.  
The children and the parents  
absolutely loved it.  Also a huge thank 
you to your students who helped run 
the tournament and referee the games, 
they were excellent with the children.”

Mr Virgo
Head of PE

Primary Sports Partnership Handball
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Nnamdi  Yr 8

Success Assemblies

Fortune  Yr 10Sam Yr 9

Adebowale  Yr 7

Jayden  Yr 8

Ben  Yr 10 

Waiz  Yr 7

Jenushan  Yr 9

During the year, we have regular Success Assemblies where 
we recognise all aspects of achievement at St Columba’s. Here 
is a very small selection from all years!  
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So, the school year 
2019/20 was all going 
so well, then...... 
Lockdown happened! 

A school of over eight  
hundred students was  
reduced at a stroke to 
a mere handful, those  
students from key worker  
families or those who 
were more vulnerable 
and on some days, they  
numbered less than five! 

Instead, teachers set lessons 
remotely, emailing out to 
their classes, five lessons a 
day and setting homework. 
Work was marked by the 
boys sending either files to 
their teacher or photos of 
their work if that wasn’t  

possible. The students’  
response was superb 
and teachers were very  
impressed by the work that 
was submitted. 

During the Lockdown,  
Weekly News continued and 
in fact more than doubled 
in size as teachers showed 
the work that students were  
submitting. Mr Barry  
organised a ‘Mentor’ scheme 
where Yr 10 students kept in 
contact with three younger  
students and a Weekly Prize 
was awarded by Heads of 
Year based on students’ 
work. 

At the end of the year, we 
introduced the ‘Lockdown  
Virtual Award Ceremonies’ where 
students were recognised 
for the work they had done 
in these difficult days.  The 
next pages of Reflection will 
give you a flavour of how 
our students coped, how 
they worked and succeeded 
during Lockdown.

Food Bank Donations

As the Lockdown continued, supplies that the  
Canteen had in stock have been approaching their ‘Use By’  
date and rather than see the food go to waste, the 
school had passed the supplies on to a local Food Bank.

You can see Assistant Premises Manager Ms Hartigan loading  
food into the school mini-bus. The Food Bank we gave 
to was that run by Sidcup Community Church and we can see  
Mr Power looking very grateful for the donation. 

Mr Joy
Site and Premises Manager

And then came Covid-19 and Lockdown....

To win the £20 Amazon voucher each week, students were 
encouraged to do their best every day and send high quality 
work to their teachers. Teachers passed worthy names to the 
Head of Year to enter the weekly prize draw for Yr 7 to Yr 10.

Results were published in the Weekly News. It was the only way 
for the students to find out if s they had won! 

The winners from week ending 15.05.20

Weekly Prize Winners

This weeks’ winners of the 
£20 Amazon vouchers are....

Yr 8   Run T 8B
Yr 9   Jamain O 9C

Yr 7   Ryan P 7M

Yr 10  Andrew M 10L

WELL DONE BOYS! Last week’s Student of the Week winner  
Aaron in 7X with his voucher 

Weekly Competition
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Creative expression is an important tool in triggering  
emotional development, with this in mind within the SAS  
(St Ambrose Suite) we have been trying to encourage and  
initiate activities that stimulate social and emotional skills,  
such as expressing and managing emotions alongside whilst  
maintaining academic progress. 

In May, students were tasked with getting into the role of 
being at a VE Day celebration and then writing a diary entry 
along with designing (and even making) a VE Day medal.     

Miss S Davis and Miss R Davies
St Ambrose Suite

Ryan’s bug hotel

Calum with the musical  
instrument he made

SAS Lockdown Activities

Joshua’s tower

Calum’s VE Day medal design. Joshua’s Medal design

Mason’s  VE Day medal design 

John’s VE Day diary entry  

Calum’s  VE Day diary entry 

Nick’s  VE Day diary entry  
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Virtual Awards Ceremony

In the recent Yr 9 Virtual Award Ceremony,  
the Head Teacher’s Award went to Keith in Form 9M. 

Mr Fisher said: 

“ We’ve found during Lockdown that attitude is absolutely everything….Keith 
has had a persistent, excellent approach to his work, taking care with everything, 
doing it all to a really high standard. Keith was awarded thirty House Points 
during Lockdown – an incredible achievement. As well as winning the  
weekly Head of Year Competition, he has been positive and optimistic during the  
process and has had a positive impact on many – including staff – around him.  
Well Done Keith!”
 
Here’s a picture of the moment Mr Fisher ‘vitually presented’ the 
award to Keith and when it was subsequently delivered to him.  
Excellent work Keith, well done indeed! 

Mr Creighton
Head of Year 9

Students were asked to magine what it might be like for  
different families during Lockdown, not only in this country, 
but others too. Consider what the Lockdown might look like 
for someone living in a high-rise flat with no easy access to a 
garden and possibly a large family. 

We have been very impressed by the variety and creativity in 
the responses from students. 

Mr Warburton
Head of Drama 

Personal, Social, Health, Citizenship and 
Economic Education  (PSHCEE)

Bobby 7C

William 10L
Ayowade 7L

Dear Diary, 

I’ve been in Lockdown for six weeks now and it’s  

looking like it may be more yet. I am struggling with this 

to be truthful. After all, there’s not much you can do in a 

10 by 10 metre house except think about how bad things 

are. I’m trying to stay calm and not get scared by this  

frightening new virus and I’m sure I’ll be able to survive 

if I do catch it. Last year, I was seriously ill for weeks with 

coughing and sweating. If I managed to get through that, 

I think I can get through this. I am still scared for my  

family though. Especially, my father who is already ill and is  

becoming more and more fearful of this new virus.

I know there are many people around me who are in 

worse situations then I am – Aarav doesn’t even have his 

own house for him and his family but instead lives with 

another family in a small hut. Even though I know all these 

things, I still feel worried for myself and my family. Does 

this make me a bad person? I asked mother and she just 

laughed and said not to worry – “we all fear for ourselves 

and our family.” However, I still feel guilty… I just can’t 

wait for things to go back to normal.

I heard my neighbour say the other day that they were 

feeling really out of breath and were coughing a lot. I hope 

that they are alright and that no one else gets it. I’ve heard 

that these things can mean you have the virus so I just 

hope that that isn’t the case. I’ve got to go. Mother needs 

help with the dinner. I’ll write again soon. 
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Geography

Andrew

Shaun

Brunno

The end of year awards event 
was very different to anything 
that our young men would 
have experienced before. 
We would normally have an 
evening event with speeches, 
music and photos included. 
However, the ceremony was 
the highlight of this time and 
I was full of pride for my year 
group. It has been a pleasure to 
be their Head of Year and I have 
had many days brightened  
by the fantastic work that has 
been shared with me, both 
by the students I teach and 
from my colleagues proudly  
sharing the student work  
submitted to them. 

In awarding the Head Teacher  
award to William in 10L  

Mr Fisher said:
‘(William) has shown that you can do 
and give of your best despite the situation.  
During Lockdown, William has gained 
a green rating for every subject in every 
data-drop maintaining a stunning  
consistency of the very highest standards.  
That’s no easy feat considering how 
much we’ve all had to learn about  
coping in the strange times. His level  
of self-motivation will help William  
out on his future path through  
education and life. It’s a richly deserved 
award.’  Well done William!
 
I would like to congratulate all 
of our award nominees. Well 
done boys!

Ms Sheridan
Head of Year 10

William 10L

Year 10 
End of Year Awards
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Computer Science

Yr 7 students have been creating graphics in ‘Piskel’ 
in preparation for their Scratch project this term. 
Here are some of the best examples.

Mind Maps

Yr 10 students produced mind maps as part of a revision  
exercise. 

Mind maps are a great way to revise, above is an excellent  
example from Ektoras. 

Ayowade 7L

Ektoras  Yr10

Year 9 focused on eSafety 
this term. 

Year 8 worked on Networks this term.
Where would we be without the  Internet?

Year 7 students have been making a 
‘PacMan’ style game in Scratch.

15



Science

Due to the unprecedented 
times we find ourselves in, 
eLearning has posed some 
challenges for us, staff and 
students alike. However, the 
work produced by some  
students has been exemplary. 
I am pleased that so many of 
you have responded so well 
to this new way of learning, 
so please keep up with the 
progress you are making.

Mr Bhana
Head of Science

Bobby Yr 7 with his home-made Xylophone

James 7X Alex 8FArchie 8M

Sean Yr 9

Sam

Bending light project
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Miguel 9B

Project: Making Bath Bombs! Lungs and Covid-19

Digital Science Fair 2020

This year’s Science Fair had 
a bit of a twist due to the  
current unprecedented time  
we found ourselves in. 
With those challenges,  
students took to displaying 
their  grit and did every 
well in producing a variety  
of completed tasks which  
impressed all the judges.

The event comprised of a 
number of streamed live 
feeds that included a range of 
topics from inventing a social  
distancing lanyard to keeping 
safe online. Students were  
required to produce a leaflet,  
poster or video of their work. 

I was very impressed with 
the entries received, all of 
which made judging really 
difficult.
 

The number of entries  
received from students  
exceeded 170! The talent  
that many of our students 
displayed was fantastic to see, 
with entries ranging from 
brilliant scientific knowledge  
to amazing presentation 
skills. The passion and strong 
work ethic was evident in 
the work that they produced,  
so a great big well done to 
all! The judges and I were  
totally overwhelmed and  
impressed.The judges and  
I had the difficult task  
of identifying our winners, 
all of whom each won a £50 
Amazon gift voucher.  

After hours of deliberation  
we narrowed the entries  
down to our  winners (right).

Mr Bhana
Head of Science

Yr 7  Eliam who completed an impressive video  
presentation on the Plastic Pandemic. 

Yr 8 Isaac who produced a video about what safety aspects 
need to be considered when returning to school.

Yr 9 Jeevan who designed a tracker using a traffic light 
system indicating when seats on a train are vacant.

Yr 10  Toby who produced two pieces of work about  
Covid19 and the safety aspects relating to this.

THE WINNERS!
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During Lockdown, the Maths Department were so impressed 
to witness students developing their independent learning  
skills using online resources including Mathswatch and  
Doddle. The quality of work was to a high standard and students 
were always keen to show what they had learnt. There were 
a number of boys who attended online lessons and enjoyed  
mastering the technology including the use of Microsoft 
Teams which will stand them in good stead. 
  

Mr Williams (M)
Head of Maths

Using the Cosine Rule
Andy  Yr 10

Creating Sequences!  Liam  Yr 9James 7X

Equation of a Line
Brian 9F

Straight Line Graphs
Keelan 8L

Straight line graphs by Keelan Year 8

Trigonometry
Komborero 9B

Trigonometry by Komborero in Year 9

Trigonometry by Daniel B in Year 9

Equation of a line, Brian 9F

Maths

James 7X
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Kaiden 7L

William 10L

William 10L

Kaiden 7L

Kaiden 7L

Kosa 8BKosa 8B

Kosa 8B

Israel 8L

Israel 8L Trigonometry
Daniel 9B

Trigonometry by Komborero in Year 9

Trigonometry by Daniel B in Year 9
19



RE

Students worked very well for the RE Department during 
Lockdown and produced a wide variety of excellent work. 

Well done boys!
Mr Shoebridge

Head of RE

Joe 
Foley

Y9

Leonardo 
Ortiz 

Cadenas
Y8

Chuck 
Anazodo

Y8

Ty 
8M

RE  
Head of  

Department 

Award

RE  
Head of  

Department 
Award

James 
7X

Bobby MartinY7

Bobby MartinY7

Bobby 

Martin
Y7

Bobby 

Martin
Y7

Bobby 

Martin
Y7

Joe Yr 9

James 7X Ty 8M

Leonardo Yr 8

Chuck Yr 8

RE  Head of  Department Award

James 7X
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During Lockdown, we awarded Student of the  
Month awards to each year group, here is a just a small  
taster of the many winners... 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

I was chosen as student of the month as I 

have worked very. I challenge myself to 

complete the extension tasks. My teacher 

says my attitude to learning at home is 

‘outstanding’ as I have completed and 

shared work from every lesson. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

My name is Max 

SAS1 

 My favourite  

Celebrity is  

Bradley Walsh 

Favourite TV Programmes:  

The Chase & The Weakest  

Link 
 

 3 things I like… 
 

1. Snooker 
 
2. Bike rides 
 
3. Time with family 
 

My  
favourite  

sport:  
Snooker 

 When I grow up,  

I’d love to be a  

snooker player 

 
 

Favourite  

food & drink:  

Burgers & Coke Zero 

  
 

My favourite part 

of being in school   

is seeing my friends 
 

RE Student of the Month! 

Year 9 
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

I was chosen as student of the month because my teacher appreciates my hard work and my excellent attitude to learning a 
great deal. I have shown enthusiasm for taking on and overcoming the challenge of learning independently from home.   

 
 
 My name is Kosa 8B 

 My favourite celebrity:  Dwayne Johnson Place to Visit:  Atlanta, USA  
My favourite book: Man of the Match by Dan Freedman 

 
 
 
 

Favourite  
film: Fast  
& Furious  
Hobbs and Shaw 

 3 things I like:  

1.  Football 
 
2.  Arsenal 
 
3.  Air Travel 
 My favourite  TV: Britain's  Got Talent 

 When I grow  up, I would like to be a pilot  
Favourite food:  Jollof Rice 

with Chicken Drink: Fanta  

 My favourite  part of being in  school is lunchtime  

RE Student of the Month! 
Year 8  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

I was chosen as student of the month 

because while working from home, I have 

been following the instructions from my 

teacher carefully, I submit my work on time 

and I have been consistently producing high 

quality work.  
 
 
 
 

My name is Bobby  
7C 

 My favourite  
country to visit  

is America 

 
My favourite  
book/film:  
The Call of  
the Wild  
 

3 things I like… 
   

1. Football  
 
2. Fortnight 
 
3. Athletics 
 

 

 

My favourite  
sport is  
football  

 
 

When I grow  
up, I would like 

to be a footballer  
 

 

Favourite  
food and drink:  

Burger and Sprite 

 My favourite part   

of being in school  

is seeing my mates  
 

RE Student of the Month! 

Year 7 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

I was chosen as student of the month because I have been completing all my work to a high standard, consistently, on time and in great detail. I always ask questions to extend and consolidate my learning and understanding as I have a growth mindset. 
 

 
 
 
 

My name is William 
10L 

  

My favourite  
country to visit  is Spain   My favourite book: Gone by Michael  Grant 

 

Favourite  
Film:  
Joker 

  3 Things I like…    

 1. Gaming 
 
 2.  Swimming  
  3. Acting 
 Favourite game:  The Uncharted  Game Series 

Sport: Swimming  

  

Whe I grow up, I  would like to be  a director  
 
My favourite 
food is pizza  

 My favourite part  of being in school  is lunch!  
 

 

 

 

RE Student of the Month! 
Year 10 

Bible Study

Looking at Judaism

Student of the Month

All the bible study that Yr 7 
and Yr 8 completed during  
Lockdown was used for 
class clusters to use their  
knowledge to create a  
‘BibleLand’ theme park for a 
virtual end of year trip.

CCoocckk  ccrroowwss  cchhiicckkeenn

“Undeniably good!”

After a long day at 
the theme park we 
all helped to create 
it’s time to go.

Exit via the gift shop ‘buy’ a postcard and ‘send’ it to 
your teacher telling them 
about your day in particular what attraction you liked the best and why.

The day has finally come for us to go on our end of year trip to BibleLand, the 
theme park you created based on 
stories form the Holy Bible.

Enjoy your trip.

Go on as many rides as you like.

Enjoy the food and drink.

Most importantly, send your teacher a 
‘postcard’ letting them know what you thought of the park and what you liked most about your visit. 

A never 
ending 

supply of 
refreshing 

drinks

Bobby MartinY7

James 8B

Prince 9B

James 
8B

RE  
Head of  

Department 
Award

RE Head of  

Department 
Award

Prince 
9B

Bobby 

Martin
Y7

The Yr 9 examples are of 
their GCSE work on Judaism,  
in these two cases, some 
Jewish views on the  
Messianic age and on 
the presence of God  
(Shekhinah). 
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My lovely deformed spitfires/ English flag 

Cameron 9F

History

As you can see, students worked very hard from 
home and in June a challenge was put together  
and sent out to KS3 to explain what VE Day was and 
some activities they can do in Lockdown around the  
celebrations.
 

Mrs Loveday-Jones
Head of History

This Young Historian Award is given to, 

Date 

History Teacher’s Signature 
In recognition of the effort, imagination and skills used 

to produce consistently outstanding work

HERO 

Cameron Lewington    (For Cholera essay) 

Cameron   8F

Dante Y7  Family Coat of Arms and wanted 
poster for 
Murder of Princes in the 
Tower.

Dante Y7  

Family Coat 

of Arms and 

wanted 

poster for 

Murder of 

Princes in the 

Tower.

Family Coat of Arms and Wanted Poster for 
the Murder of the Princes in the Tower

Dante Yr 7

Jireh  Yr 7

James  Yr 8 William  Yr 10

Davidoluwa  Yr 9

William y10

A  great example of how well One 
Note works for organising work and 
feed back. Especially important for 
our exam classes.

Y8 Have been studying Industrial 
Britain.

This week we learned about what it was 
like to live in a workhouse.
We watched a programme featuring Ann 
Widdecombe in a workhouse! And 
evaluated how different people would 
survive the experience and then 
examined treatment of the inmates

James Y8

Yr8

Y9 Are studying the Origins of 
the Cold War – This is a GCSE 
topic so we are making an early 
start to get ahead.

Davidoluwa Y9

Well done! Evaluation of the 
affect that Marshall Aid 
had on the Super Powers 
relationship.

Yr 9Jireh Y7 Y7 were investigating what it was 
like to live at the time of the Black 
Death in the 1300s. They wrote  a 
piece of empathy work as a diary 
from the time,  using their new 
knowledge to make them as 
realistic as possible.

  Yr7
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The Berlin Wall
Jeevan Yr 9

Jeevan Y9 

JACK THE 
RIPPER 

INVESTIGATI
ON 

BY JAMES Y8

Jack the Ripper Investigation
James Yr 8

Henry VII Gangster Rap
Jack Yr 7

 HENRY 7TH 
GANGSTER 

RAP 
COMPOSED 
BY JACK Y7

 HENRY 7TH 
GANGSTER 

RAP 
COMPOSED 
BY JACK Y7

In July we held our ‘Lockdown Virtual Awards’ event, this time for 
our Yr 8 students. 

Once again it was a very well attended event, in which we 
celebrated the achievements and work of a vast number of our 
students. They have worked tirelessly during this period and 
were rightly recognised for their achievements. 

Special congratulations go to Harry S, Brunno B and Aman T, 
who won the Head of Year, Key Stage, and Head Teacher Awards 
respectively.  After the event, a very happy Aman received his 
trophy delivered to his doorstep!
 

Mr Martin
Assistant Head Teacher 

and KS3 Manager

Yr 8 Lockdown Virtual Awards

What should we do with Sir Robert Peel’s Statue?
Jarvis Yr 8

WHAT SHOULD 
WE DO WITH 

ROBERT PEEL’S 
STATUE? 

JARVIS Y8
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So much great work was  
submitted during Lockdown!  

Here is a selection of subjects  
that have been worked on 
by all year groups during  
the year.

Well done and keep it up!

Mrs Archer
Head of Art

PRINTMAKING USING FOUND OBJECTS TO EXPLORE PATTERNS AND SYMBOLIC COLOURS IN AFRICAN TEXTILES.
BY

LOUIE BRICKWOOD IN YR 7.LOUIS YR 7

Art
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BRUNNO YR8

ELIAM YR 7

MARK YR7

AYOWADE YR7 LUKAS YR7

LOUIE YR7

MARK YR7

AFRICAN ART 
PROJECT WORK BY 
AYOWADE IN YR7

‘A CREATIVE 
RESPONSE 
TO COVID’ 

BY CHRISTIAN 
IN YR10

BRUNNO 
 YR8

Op Art by YR8

KHALIL 

LEO

 

 

By: Brunno Barbosa 

 

 

 

 

BRUNNO

STANLEY

KHALIL 

JARVIS

ALEX
TY

AMAN

BHALDWIN YR10

BHALDWIN YR10

BENEDICT YR10

BENEDICT YR10
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Ben  Yr 9

Say  Yr10

Luca Yr 9

Komborero Yr 9

In French, the work set for our students since the beginning  
of the Lockdown strictly followed our Schemes of Learning.  
The students at home received the same lessons that they 
would have been taught at school, (obviously adapted), but the  
content is exactly the same. 

We are happy to show here some examples of outstanding 
work produced in French by our Students.

Mr Andreoli
Head of French

Sean 10B

Daniel 10C

French
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Bobby M 7C

Year 7 Virtual Lockdown Awards
 
July saw us host an online Awards celebration for our  
Year 7 students. Teachers selected students that have shown  
excellence, hard work and tenacity during the ‘Lockdown’  
period. There were multiple ‘winners’, however, special  
mention to Mark O, James H and Bobby M, who won the 
Head of Year, Key Stage and Head Teacher awards respectively.

Mr Martin
Assistant Head Teacher

These awards are for boys who have spent Years 9, 10 and 11 
in a UK state school. Up to fourteen places may be awarded 
per year, depending on the quality of applications received. 
The Orwell Award offers recipients a funded place in our Sixth 
Form. They want to find boys for whom Eton’s warmth,  
rigour and breadth will be life changing! The other  
students involved were Charlie T and Reece. Staff involved 
were Mrs Sheridan, Head of  Yr 10,  Mr Olowofoyeku, Yr 10 
Form Tutor (Becket) and Dee  Zammit our Careers Advisor. 

We heard about Eton College and the possibility of some  
of our students attending the Sixth Form in the future 
with a funded place through the Orwell Award Scheme. The 
staff at Eton were very impressed with the research our  
students had undertaken and the quality of their questions.

Mr Barry

Mr Arbuthnott (Deputy Head - Eton College), 
Ektoras, Andrew, Freddie, Sean O, William, 

Andrew Isama (Old Etonian and past Orwell Scholar), Sean M, Norbert

Eton College Orwell Award 
MS Teams Meeting

House Mentoring
 
During Lockdown, our older  
brothers in Year 10 mentored  
their younger brothers  
(Mentees) in  Yrs 7, 8 and 9.

All students in Yrs 7, 8 and 9 
benefitted from both pastoral  
and academic peer support  
from a Yr 10 student while 
they were learning at home. 
The Yr 10 students were 
given the opportunity to 
gain valuable leadership  
experience and develop  
skills by mentoring and  
managing a team of up to 
four younger students.             

Mentors were giving advice 
to younger students and in 
doing so, were reflecting  
on their own home learning 
which has the potential to 
improve their own progress. 

House Mentoring utilised  
our House system and  
worked well in developing a 
sense of community during 
the difficult time together.

Mr Barry

House Mentoring Week 8 ‘Best thing about lockdown’ 

Becket 

From: Mrs C Bruce <cbe@st-columbas.bexley.sch.uk>

Subject: My Best Thing About Lockdown

Date: 16 June 2020 at 10:04:52 BST

Good morning Becket House, 

I thought I'd share my "Best thing about lockdown". Although I warn you, I do have a few! 

1. Being able to spend more Cme with my family. 👪👪  

2. Reading more, something I only really find Cme to do on holiday.📚📚  

3 I got given a bird table for my birthday and I've really enjoyed watching the daily visitors to 

it.🐦🐦  

Lastly, but by no means least, it's given me the opportunity to be House mentor to Becket. I 

have enjoyed reading every single email that I've received from you all. 

 

So now I've shared my best things, I can't wait for you all to share yours with me and the 

other members of your mentoring group. 

Take care. Kind regards 

Mrs C Bruce 

Becket House Mentor 

10B 

Freddie Chambers 

Best thing about lockdown! The good thing about the human race is we can always create or find 

posiCves out of seemingly bad situaCons like lockdown. With all of this free Cme we've been able to 

take a step back from the acCon-packed lives we lived before lockdown and this pandemic. We have 

been able to get back to sleeping good amounts, wearing comfy clothes all the Cme, eaCng healthier, 

House Mentoring Week 8 ‘Best thing about lockdown’ 

Becket 

From: Mrs C Bruce <cbe@st-columbas.bexley.sch.uk>
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Good morning Becket House, 
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1. Being able to spend more Cme with my family. 👪👪  

2. Reading more, something I only really find Cme to do on holiday.📚📚  

3 I got given a bird table for my birthday and I've really enjoyed watching the daily visitors to 

it.🐦🐦  

Lastly, but by no means least, it's given me the opportunity to be House mentor to Becket. I 

have enjoyed reading every single email that I've received from you all. 

 

So now I've shared my best things, I can't wait for you all to share yours with me and the 

other members of your mentoring group. 

Take care. Kind regards 

Mrs C Bruce 

Becket House Mentor 
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Freddie Chambers 
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take a step back from the acCon-packed lives we lived before lockdown and this pandemic. We have 

been able to get back to sleeping good amounts, wearing comfy clothes all the Cme, eaCng healthier, 

House Mentoring Week 8 ‘Best thing about lockdown’ 

Becket 

From: Mrs C Bruce <cbe@st-columbas.bexley.sch.uk>

Subject: My Best Thing About Lockdown

Date: 16 June 2020 at 10:04:52 BST

Good morning Becket House, 

I thought I'd share my "Best thing about lockdown". Although I warn you, I do have a few! 

1. Being able to spend more Cme with my family. 👪👪  

2. Reading more, something I only really find Cme to do on holiday.📚📚  

3 I got given a bird table for my birthday and I've really enjoyed watching the daily visitors to 

it.🐦🐦  

Lastly, but by no means least, it's given me the opportunity to be House mentor to Becket. I 

have enjoyed reading every single email that I've received from you all. 

 

So now I've shared my best things, I can't wait for you all to share yours with me and the 

other members of your mentoring group. 

Take care. Kind regards 

Mrs C Bruce 

Becket House Mentor 

10B 

Freddie Chambers 

Best thing about lockdown! The good thing about the human race is we can always create or find 

posiCves out of seemingly bad situaCons like lockdown. With all of this free Cme we've been able to 

take a step back from the acCon-packed lives we lived before lockdown and this pandemic. We have 

been able to get back to sleeping good amounts, wearing comfy clothes all the Cme, eaCng healthier, 

doing more exercise, baking, catching up with family and ulCmately living beRer and healthier lives. 
Yesterday, I was listening to radio 4 and they were comparing the differences between whale sounds 
off the coast of Wales before and during lockdown. It was astonishing, before you couldn't hear 
anything but busy machinery but during you could hear really clear whale noises/sounds. Those liRle 
things you could never have imagined resurfacing. There has been so many posiCves out of lockdown 
so to have a best thing would be very hard as there are so many known and unknown posiCves to 
come out of this. Who knows what good things will have resulted from lockdown? I can't say my best 
thing because I have so many but one of my best things about lockdown is just being more relaxed 
and learning how to be independent and self-sufficient in work. I have been geYng good hours of 
sleep every night, doing my schoolwork and extra work outside of school which I have really 
benefited from all of this extra Cme. Just before we broke up for lockdown, I was geYng really 
exhausted from work and just needing more leniency in the Cming of work which I have really 
benefited from especially in mental health. And that is what has been so good about staying at home 
is we can properly catch up with ourselves and rediscover our past enjoyments that were put on the 
back burner because of the limited amount of Cme.  

Thomas Rawlins 
Definitely spending more Cme with my family 
Having a lay in in the morning 
GeYng to cook all my favourite meals and learn some new ones (my favourite so far is Crispy Asian 
sesame chicken) as I have to cook once a week and so does my brother to help out. 
Seeing the turtles at Dar^ord lakes. 

Sean McAddy 
I live in Rochester and so, spend most of my day away from home and do not have much Cme for 
family. However, the lockdown has granted me just that and I have never been happier. 

9B 

Tyler Staniforth  
"My favourite thing in lockdown has been spending more Cme with my family and baking new 
recipes and grooming my dog!!" 

Daniele Ugo 
The best thing about lockdown is that i get to choose when i eat and when i go to the bathroom 
without asking permission and i get to play on my ps4 and enjoy my games. 

Niquel MeJle 
The best thing about lockdown has been that I have more Cme to spend with my family. Home 
learning has also been a new exciCng experience that has turned out well for me it's been a great 
pleasure engaging in online learning. Now thanks to the I also have more Cme for other things like 
cooking. Although I do miss my friends and the classroom lockdown has been a posiCve new 
experience for me.  

8B 

Henry BartleJ 
We are learning to cook a liRle, using a laptop for work (I haven't used one for school work before), 
riding my bike more, playing Fifa and Fornite more and seeing my friends on FaceCme. 

Miles Wright 
The best thing about lockdown for me is I don't have to wake up early. Also I don't have to rush 
around in the morning. 
I'm allowed to watch TV programmes I never watched before. I'm also watching films I never 
watched before. I'm also allowed to stay up a bit later some evenings which is fantasCc. I'm also 
reading books and comics I would have never read because there is more Cme. Generally, lockdown 
is very relaxed for me which I like. 

Shane NK 
spending more Cme with family 
and doing loads of football training 

7B 

Mark Onanuga 
The best thing about lockdown has been the fact that I am having more Cme at home not just to 
complete home learning, but I am now also learning new skills like cooking, educaConal acCviCes 
and cleaning, that I have not learnt before because I did not have the Cme to do so. Before 
lockdown, I was always rushing around, and I only had Cme for home works to complete. All of these 
acCviCes that I am learning during lockdown will really help me succeed in life, and if it was not for 
this lockdown, then I would not be learning new things that are really important in life. During 
lockdown, I had the Cme to reflect back, and has given me the opportunity to think about what I 
should be doing in the future. There has been so much benefits from this lockdown for me. 

Shanthosh Srikanthan 
The best thing about lockdown is that you can spend more Cme with your family. 

Skyler Abairo 
My best thing about lockdown is:  
•I get to spend Cme with my family more 
•I have more free Cme to read and do other things 
•I got given a longboard so when its sunny out, I can ride it along the streets 
and finally, is that its quieter and more peaceful whenever I do homework. 

 

From: Mrs C Bruce <cbe@st-columbas.bexley.sch.uk>
Subject: Well done!
Date: 18 June 2020 at 17:39:56 BST

Good afernoon 7B, 

doing more exercise, baking, catching up with family and ulCmately living beRer and healthier lives. 
Yesterday, I was listening to radio 4 and they were comparing the differences between whale sounds 
off the coast of Wales before and during lockdown. It was astonishing, before you couldn't hear 
anything but busy machinery but during you could hear really clear whale noises/sounds. Those liRle 
things you could never have imagined resurfacing. There has been so many posiCves out of lockdown 
so to have a best thing would be very hard as there are so many known and unknown posiCves to 
come out of this. Who knows what good things will have resulted from lockdown? I can't say my best 
thing because I have so many but one of my best things about lockdown is just being more relaxed 
and learning how to be independent and self-sufficient in work. I have been geYng good hours of 
sleep every night, doing my schoolwork and extra work outside of school which I have really 
benefited from all of this extra Cme. Just before we broke up for lockdown, I was geYng really 
exhausted from work and just needing more leniency in the Cming of work which I have really 
benefited from especially in mental health. And that is what has been so good about staying at home 
is we can properly catch up with ourselves and rediscover our past enjoyments that were put on the 
back burner because of the limited amount of Cme.  

Thomas Rawlins 
Definitely spending more Cme with my family 
Having a lay in in the morning 
GeYng to cook all my favourite meals and learn some new ones (my favourite so far is Crispy Asian 
sesame chicken) as I have to cook once a week and so does my brother to help out. 
Seeing the turtles at Dar^ord lakes. 

Sean McAddy 
I live in Rochester and so, spend most of my day away from home and do not have much Cme for 
family. However, the lockdown has granted me just that and I have never been happier. 

9B 

Tyler Staniforth  
"My favourite thing in lockdown has been spending more Cme with my family and baking new 
recipes and grooming my dog!!" 

Daniele Ugo 
The best thing about lockdown is that i get to choose when i eat and when i go to the bathroom 
without asking permission and i get to play on my ps4 and enjoy my games. 

Niquel MeJle 
The best thing about lockdown has been that I have more Cme to spend with my family. Home 
learning has also been a new exciCng experience that has turned out well for me it's been a great 
pleasure engaging in online learning. Now thanks to the I also have more Cme for other things like 
cooking. Although I do miss my friends and the classroom lockdown has been a posiCve new 
experience for me.  

8B 

Henry BartleJ 
We are learning to cook a liRle, using a laptop for work (I haven't used one for school work before), 
riding my bike more, playing Fifa and Fornite more and seeing my friends on FaceCme. 

Miles Wright 
The best thing about lockdown for me is I don't have to wake up early. Also I don't have to rush 
around in the morning. 
I'm allowed to watch TV programmes I never watched before. I'm also watching films I never 
watched before. I'm also allowed to stay up a bit later some evenings which is fantasCc. I'm also 
reading books and comics I would have never read because there is more Cme. Generally, lockdown 
is very relaxed for me which I like. 

Shane NK 
spending more Cme with family 
and doing loads of football training 

7B 

Mark Onanuga 
The best thing about lockdown has been the fact that I am having more Cme at home not just to 
complete home learning, but I am now also learning new skills like cooking, educaConal acCviCes 
and cleaning, that I have not learnt before because I did not have the Cme to do so. Before 
lockdown, I was always rushing around, and I only had Cme for home works to complete. All of these 
acCviCes that I am learning during lockdown will really help me succeed in life, and if it was not for 
this lockdown, then I would not be learning new things that are really important in life. During 
lockdown, I had the Cme to reflect back, and has given me the opportunity to think about what I 
should be doing in the future. There has been so much benefits from this lockdown for me. 

Shanthosh Srikanthan 
The best thing about lockdown is that you can spend more Cme with your family. 

Skyler Abairo 
My best thing about lockdown is:  
•I get to spend Cme with my family more 
•I have more free Cme to read and do other things 
•I got given a longboard so when its sunny out, I can ride it along the streets 
and finally, is that its quieter and more peaceful whenever I do homework. 

 

From: Mrs C Bruce <cbe@st-columbas.bexley.sch.uk>
Subject: Well done!
Date: 18 June 2020 at 17:39:56 BST

Good afernoon 7B, 
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PE
During Lockdown we encouraged boys to evidence their  
work by emailing their class teachers with pictures of their 
workout journals, pictures or videos of their workouts and 
evidence of their written questions and assignments.
 
We had a fantastic response from the boys and decided to 
chose one student per class at the end of each week who had 
contributed excellent work, pictures and videos. These boys 
received a raffle ticket which was entered into a draw for a 
£50 JD voucher.

 Mr Virgo
Head of Physical Education

Harry 8X 
Monopoly

Bobby 7C Jason 7C

Jeevan 9M

Connor 
Middle Distance

Ty
Hurdles

Israel 7M

Ty 8M and Family 
Monopoly

Luca 9M
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Virtual Sports day

The PE department hosted their first ever ‘Virtual Sports Day’ 
in July. Competing from home gave the boys an opportunity  
to add valuable house points to the overall tally. It also meant 
that mums, dads,  carers, brothers and sisters could also get 
involved and claim some valuable house points for their  
family members respective house!
 
There were a plethora of excellent videos sent in which can all 
be seen via the Sports Day Streams channel.

Elliot 7M 
Tennis Catch

Lilly
Vertical Jump

Archie 

Olasubomi 7B 
Superhero

Aman 8L 
Wall Sit

Bobby 7C 
Standing Long Jump

Jake 7M 
Keepie Uppies

Nathaniel 
7C Wall Sit

Ty 8M 
Plank
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Motivation Workshop

Music

In January, Mr Watson and I led a Music Motivation workshop 
with Cordell Johnson from We Workin.co

Cordell delivered a talk on how he built his own videography 
company, the steps he made into the digital media industry 
and how to effectively use social media.

The Music Motivation program aims to deliver workshops  
that encourage students to develop a more informed  
knowledge of the music industry and reflect on the  
various roles and routes within music and media, whilst  
developing students to become resilient,  positive and  
confident individuals.

Miss Johnson
Wellbeing and Learning Coordinator

In Music, Yr7 and Yr8 students have been using a new  
exciting software program called Soundtrap! This is a music  
program that allows you to create music in an internet  
browser at home with different sounds and loops. There are 
lots of compositions being composed and created by our boys 
at St Columba’s. 

Mr Watson
Head of Music

Bobby Yr 7

Jack – Yr 7

Kian – Yr 7
Mark 7B
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Drama

Brunno, Alex, Jacob and Daniel

During Lockdown, students continued with distanced learning  
by becoming theatre critics in preparation for their GCSE 
exam. They were given a range of free live streamed theatre to 
watch and were asked to analyse and evaluate the performance  
and technical elements of the piece. In addition, students had 
live lessons including, GCSE Mock Feedback and Preparing a 
Monologue. 

Much of the work completed was outstanding and was a  
testament to the commitment of the students in Drama.  

Mr Warburton
Head of Drama

Drama Skills and Knowledge

Harvey 8X

James 7X

Isaac 7F

The Wardrobe

Directed by Mr Warburton

Wednesday 18th December

from 7pm until 8pm

in the Iona Theatre

One Man, Two Guvnors - review 

      

‘One Man, Two Guvnors’ is a comical masterpiece with a handful of quirky and, 
some>mes, strangely relatable characters. The play takes place in 1963 in Brighton 
where Francis Henshall finds himself working for two guvnors. One is Rachel Crabbe who 
is disguised as her dead gangland twin and the other is snobby Stanley Stubbers who not 
only killed Rachel’s brother but is also her secret lover. Neither know the other is in 
Brighton and Francis is forced to bounce between the two without geNng caught which 
leads to an array of comedic events with the most standout of these being where Francis 
has to serve both guvnors dinner simultaneously without being caught.  

Throughout the play Francis is driven by his hunger and love of food and, in the second 
act, his love for another character. Francis Henshall (played by James Corden) is 
constantly making mistakes as he desperately tries to serve both guvnors at once 
without geNng caught. However, some of the funniest moments of the show are 
actually delivered from the audience. Throughout the play many audience members are 
brought up on stage and interacted with. Not only does this provide some amazing 
opportuni>es for improvisa>on, but it also allows a touch of reality into the show as we 
see how an ordinary person wold react to the unusual and hilarious events playing out 
around them. The most significant of these interac>ons comes from the dinner scene 
where an audience member is con>nuously having to hide whilst holding Francis’ stolen 
food so that he doesn’t get caught.  

Francis Henshall isn’t the only standout character though. Alongside Francis is Stanley 
Stubbing whose public-school aNtude and arrogance makes him a hilarious character 
and Daniel Rigby who wants to be an actor and is always performing. This provides great 
use of drama>c irony where the other characters mock him saying that they are not in a 
play whilst the audience know otherwise. All the characters add to the hilarity of the 
show and provide great interac>ons between each other and, in the case of Francis and 
his fourth wall breaking, with the audience. 

Overall, the play tells a hilarious story making use of both visual and verbal comedy and 
providing extremely light-hearted, funny entertainment. 
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English

In all year groups, boys were 
busy proving that no virus  
was going to stop them 
in their learning! Year 7 
worked through units 
on poetry and persuasive 
writing, Yr 8 the Romantics,  
Yr 9 Detective fiction  
and non-fiction analysis.  
Yr 10 worked hard using 
the wealth of information in  
cyberspace (and some help from 
their teachers!) to annotate and 
explore poems, and work on 
their writing skills. 

We also saw students start 
engaging with the new  
eLibrary.

 Mr O’Sullivan
Head of English

William Yr 10

 Ryan Yr 10

Daniel Yr 9

During Lockdown, Mr Dennis led the school through a  
reading of The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman via his  
Twitter account. 

If you haven’t got a Twitter account, you can either read 
the book yourself – the preferred option – or go to  
www.twitter.com and search for Mr Dennis’ account where he  
has posted links to the author reading the book, a chapter 
at a time, on YouTube.

The Great SCCBS Book Club

Srishank, Y9, 
Descriptive 
writing

My feet were buried under the thick snow. My body heat kept them protected for a while until 

the freezing pain of the substance started to dig in. I marched, helplessly dragging my legs in and 

out of the snow. My trousers slowly started to feel wet as if I was drowning but in a solid like 

substance. Every step of the way I felt as if I was being pulled in but quite briefly. I was being 

followed by the misty winds whilst snowflakes were building up on my eyelashes making it harder 

for me to see. The force of the wind was incredible… it was enough to knock someone over. 

Gripping my hood, protecting myself from the beatings and vicious strikes the wind threw 

forward. I carried on pushing against the snow… each step reminded me of hungry quicksand 

aggressively dragging me downwards… but this… this was much colder like a polar bear staring at 

you eye to eye, giving you the coldest stares that would literally give you the chills, the chills of 

fright and hostility.

I saw my destination even though it was at sight’s range, it kept evaporating away from me like 

water in a desert. I thought for a minute if I was having an illusion. With all my strength left I 

dragged myself to my home as it was my only shelter… the storm blowing harder this time, for 

some reason it did not want me to go back it was being so defensive then the thought crossed my 

mind: “Could It be…?!” I was once told about this day by my grandmother who claimed to be a 

psychic “There will be a day that the horrific winds wouldn’t want you to pass… but if you manage 

to, what you’ve been searching for all these years would be waiting for you.” Although she never 

specified where I would be passing to. “Is it… true is what I’ve been seeking for what felt like an 

eternity really here.” 
I enjoyed reading Diary of a wimpy kid and below is my little 
sketch. I hope you enjoy my short story. 

Josh from Linton Mead Primary School

Book Review
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Friday 26th June 2020
Dear Boris Johnson,

My name is Cian and I am writing to you to argue that pupils should return 
to school as they are missing out on crucial work. Some students who are  
struggling might fail their exams as they have missed a lot of work due to 
Lockdown.

I think we should go back to the way before Lockdown because some students 
at different years are really struggling with the work because they don’t have 
someone talking to them to show what to do.  Also some students might not 
have good equipment to do the work which means they could be missing out 
on achieving good work.

Some people will say no one should go back to school because they are 
risking their family’s life because they are going to school and mixing 
with people who they don’t know if they have been mixing with other 
people. I think schools should reopen like before the Lockdown because 
we have missed a lot of important activities and it will help us with 
our future.

Kind Regards 
Cian 10L

A Letter to Boris Johnson Descriptive Writing

Slow Wri)ng Task  

LO: To prac+ce conscious cra1ing of a descrip+on using a range of descrip+ve 

techniques.  

    
 

A) Write a paragraph to describe this image, only using the rules and formula below.  

1 – Your first sentence must start with present par)ciple. 

2 – Your second sentence must only contain three words. 

3 – Your third sentence must contain a semi-colon. 

4 – Your fourth sentence must contain a simile. 

5 – Your fi1h sentence will contain speech (remember speech marks). 

6 – Your sixth sentence will contain a subordinate clause. 

7 – Your seventh sentence will start with a word beginning with ‘L’. 

8 – Your eighth sentence will start with an adverb. 

9 – Your ninth sentence will contain personifica)on. 

10 – Your tenth sentence will have seventeen words in it and include a colour. 

Some help understanding the key terms over the page if you need it. 

Yr 10 were asked to write a descriptive piece based on the 
image.  Yr 7 were asked to write in the Adventure genre. 

Ms Jandu
English Teacher

Ivan 10M

Tomasin Yr 9

Srishank Yr 9

Shantosh Yr 7

Ryan SAS

Srishank, Y9, 
Descriptive 
writing

My feet were buried under the thick snow. My body heat kept them protected for a while until 
the freezing pain of the substance started to dig in. I marched, helplessly dragging my legs in and 
out of the snow. My trousers slowly started to feel wet as if I was drowning but in a solid like 
substance. Every step of the way I felt as if I was being pulled in but quite briefly. I was being 
followed by the misty winds whilst snowflakes were building up on my eyelashes making it harder 
for me to see. The force of the wind was incredible… it was enough to knock someone over. 
Gripping my hood, protecting myself from the beatings and vicious strikes the wind threw 
forward. I carried on pushing against the snow… each step reminded me of hungry quicksand 
aggressively dragging me downwards… but this… this was much colder like a polar bear staring at 
you eye to eye, giving you the coldest stares that would literally give you the chills, the chills of 
fright and hostility.

I saw my destination even though it was at sight’s range, it kept evaporating away from me like 
water in a desert. I thought for a minute if I was having an illusion. With all my strength left I 
dragged myself to my home as it was my only shelter… the storm blowing harder this time, for 
some reason it did not want me to go back it was being so defensive then the thought crossed my 
mind: “Could It be…?!” I was once told about this day by my grandmother who claimed to be a 
psychic “There will be a day that the horrific winds wouldn’t want you to pass… but if you manage 
to, what you’ve been searching for all these years would be waiting for you.” Although she never 
specified where I would be passing to. “Is it… true is what I’ve been seeking for what felt like an 
eternity really here.” 

SAS - Ryan

One day, I walked to school and I felt heroic, I 

wanted to venture out into the forest. I called 

my friends and told them to meet me at the 

park, and all I could hear was my friends 

describing me as dauntless, a
udacious and 

valorous. So we walked into the forest, and we 

were in mortal peril, because, as we looked 

further into the distance, there was the head 

teacher, strolling closer to us. He saw us, and 

he was so angry, ‘You jeopardised
 your life!’ He 

said. And we all got detention.  

Srishank, Y9, 
Descriptive 
writing

My feet were buried under the thick snow. My body heat kept them protected for a while until 

the freezing pain of the substance started to dig in. I marched, helplessly dragging my legs in and 

out of the snow. My trousers slowly started to feel wet as if I was drowning but in a solid like 

substance. Every step of the way I felt as if I was being pulled in but quite briefly. I was being 

followed by the misty winds whilst snowflakes were building up on my eyelashes making it harder 

for me to see. The force of the wind was incredible… it was enough to knock someone over. 

Gripping my hood, protecting myself from the beatings and vicious strikes the wind threw 

forward. I carried on pushing against the snow… each step reminded me of hungry quicksand 

aggressively dragging me downwards… but this… this was much colder like a polar bear staring at 

you eye to eye, giving you the coldest stares that would literally give you the chills, the chills of 

fright and hostility.

I saw my destination even though it was at sight’s range, it kept evaporating away from me like 

water in a desert. I thought for a minute if I was having an illusion. With all my strength left I 

dragged myself to my home as it was my only shelter… the storm blowing harder this time, for 

some reason it did not want me to go back it was being so defensive then the thought crossed my 

mind: “Could It be…?!” I was once told about this day by my grandmother who claimed to be a 

psychic “There will be a day that the horrific winds wouldn’t want you to pass… but if you manage 

to, what you’ve been searching for all these years would be waiting for you.” Although she never 

specified where I would be passing to. “Is it… true is what I’ve been seeking for what felt like an 

eternity really here.” 
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Samuel 9B

Design Technology 

Stars of Lockdown 
work -  KS3 and KS4

DT students completed  
home studywork on 
logo creation,  different  
types of cuisine, equipment,  
designing and food science 
investigation tasks. 

Other projects have been 3D  
product design and printing 
via Tinkercad, and some great  
construction work! 

Well done to all our Stars of 
Lockdown!

Miss Sinden
Head of DT

‘You will be happy to know I have been working on a special DT project.   
Me and my Dad have built a Wooden Playhouse for my two sisters, we 

used hammers,  drills, nails and good old fashioned hard work!

Charlie C 9X

Edward 9X

James 7X Box Design   Brunno

Box Design   Anjola

Jarvis 8C

Keith 9M

Isaac 9F
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Keelan 8L

3D Printed  
Cable Wraps

Jayson 7X

Toritse 7L

Kadeen 

Charlie

Eliam

Thomas 10B

Leonardo

Also within DT students completed home 
study work on Health and Safety and Hazards. 

Archie 8M
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